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Abstract 

The Present study analyzes the American Media frames for the image of Pakistan. It examines the linguistic 
features of articles of “The New York Times” before and after Election 2018 which are related to keywords, 
“Pakistan”/i. A corpus analysis of related articles has been conducted with the help of AntConc 4.1.1. A 
keyword analysis, KWIC analysis and collocates of Pakistan have been found out to interpret the themes 
of related articles for analysis of Pakistani image. This study was conducted with this motivation if the image 
of Pakistan has been improved in the eyes of American Media after election 2018 or not. It has been 
concluded from the results and findings that Pakistan has been portrayed negatively in American Media 
frames in both Periods and no improvement has been observed after Election 2018. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Media plays a great role in shaping one’s beliefs, attitudes and viewpoints. According to 
Fairclough (1995: 2) Media has a signifying power to “influence knowledge, beliefs, 
values, social relations, and social identities. The Readers are affected by the news 
frames and articles which “influence how people think and understand the world around 
them, and contribute to the formation of stereotypes, judgments, and decisions.”(Pan & 
Kosicki in Ross 1993: 4).In Media Discourse, Fairclough, 1995 argues that media sets an 
agenda for the listeners and asserts its power. The power of media to shape peoples’ 
perception, beliefs, values, and social relations is undeniable. Many researches have 
been conducted with content analysis and in the field of CDA tackling the image of nations 
in media discourses before and after the events with a smaller sample size. The present 
study is different as it has analyzed the Image of Pakistan in American Media through the 
237431 words Corpus of Pre-Election Period and Post-Election Period with the Corpus 
Tool AntConc 4.4.1.Pakistani Leaders have been criticized internationally for being 
corrupt and ignorant but after Election 2018 whole world had its eyes on Pakistan when 
a renowned former cricketer Imran Khan became PM of Pakistan. His first speech was 
momentous where he not only won the hearts of Pakistanis but attracted the attention of 
International Media and he was broadcasted internationally. 
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Research Questions 

1. What is portrayed image of Pakistan in American Media frames resulting from the 
Corpus analysis of specified articles of The New York Times in Pre-Election 2018 
period? 

2. What is portrayed image of Pakistan in American Media frames resulting from the 
Corpus analysis of specified articles of The New York Times in Post-Election 2018 
period? 

 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Journalistic Writing 

There are different aspects of mass media i-e newspapers, books, magazines, radio, 
television, movies Mass media comprises three main types: print media, film media and 
electronic media. The main concern of the present study is the print media and especially 
the newspapers and magazines which has main purpose to share the news, the analysis 
of news by different experts and analysts and provision of entertainment for the public. 

Political Context in Pakistan & Election 2018 

Media discourses about image of Pakistan cannot be understood without having insights 
into the local political context and the functioning of the mainstream political parties. 
Therefore, this section briefly reviews governance in Pakistan and key national-level 
political parties which have gained prominence in the country over the decades. In a 
recent volume titled Pakistan’s Political Parties, Siddiqui et al. (2020: 1) explain how since 
its inception in 1947, Pakistan has witnessed no fewer than four eras of military rule, 
several constitutional ratifications, experimentation with presidential as well as 
parliamentary governance, multiple general elections (10), and behind-the-scenes 
military ‘soft’ interventions (e.g. providing backing to emergent political entrants to dent 
the vote-banks of disfavored political parties). Settling neither into military rule nor 
democratic governance, Pakistan is what Carothers (2002: 9, in Siddiqui et al., 2020: 1) 
terms a “hybrid regime,” exhibiting authoritarian and democratic practices alike (Adeney, 
2017). The pursuit of democracy in Pakistan is shaped by the interactions between the 
‘military bureaucratic elite’ (also known as the establishment) and the ‘political elite,’ with 
the former claiming to be committed to the defense of the country’s territorial integrity and 
ideology and the latter appropriating the electoral system to ensure their succession and 
policy influence in the Parliament (Siddiqui et al., 2020: 4). Although political parties in 
Pakistan tend to be organized along “mainstream, ethnic and religious” lines (Siddiqui et 
al., 2020: 5–6), the national political arena is dominated by several mainstream parties. 
Siddiqui et al. (2020: 8) note that between 1988 and 2013, two mainstream parties 
featured prominently in the political landscape of Pakistan. One was the Pakistan’s 
People’s Party (PPP), considered to be left leaning despite its reliance on the former 
Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto’s legacy and affiliation with elite landowners and the 
right of center Pakistan. The other was the Muslim League-N (PML-N), which is viewed 
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as carrying forward the legacy of the pre-sub-continental partition party, the All-India 
Muslim League, although the PMLN leaders in fact came to political prominence during 
the Zia years (Pakistan’s third era of military rule). Siddiqui et al. (2020: 8) add that the 
2018 elections witnessed the mainstreaming and transition of PTI, another right of center 
party, to the political center stage, in the wake of discontent with PMLN rule marked by 
large-scale corruption and mis-governance. Following electoral victory and PTI’s ascent 
to power in 2018 on the back of his successful campaign against PMLN premier Nawaz 
Sharif for mass corruption, PTI Chair Imran Khan took office as the 22nd Prime Minister 
of Pakistan.  

The Role of American Media in Creating the Image of Pakistan 

Media has established its utility in this era. Media plays an important role in 
communicating with the society that what occurs within the world. Now a day, people are 
totally dependent on the media to acquire information about what is happening in the 
world and in their surroundings (Happer, 2013). U.S and Pakistan came closer after 9/11 
catastrophe and Pakistan joined as a partner in “war on terror” but regardless of 
Pakistan’s all endeavors against psychological warfare America never recognized 
contribution of Pakistan in war on terror. Especially U.S media depict Pakistan in a 
pessimistic way and portrayed Pakistan compatible to U.S government interests. In 
addition, its approach towards Pakistan has been modifying according to their own 
concerns. Ghareeb (1983) is a very valuable book which provides four important articles 
and most important of all  is relevant to the present study as well "Imbalance in the 
American Media", it focusses on the important aspects related to the biasness of 
American media for certain race, nationality or a group.  

Nacos and Reyna (2002) also assured that the Muslims are also portrayed negatively in 
the Hollywood movies, television shows, popular fiction and news: "… the stereotypical 
image of Muslims as perpetrator of violence and as terrorists." (p.1). The following 
literature exhibits the image of Pakistan before and after the events of Election 2018 in 
the various forms of media including T.V., cinema, print media, the causes of this image 
and its consequences. A study by Ashraf, 2008  named as THE IMAGE OF PAKISTAN 
IN PRESTIGIOUS AMERICAN NEWSPAPER EDITORIALS: A TEST OF THE MEDIA 
CONFORMITY THEORY by https://www.jstor.org/stable/45242441)Vol. 28, No. 2/3 
(Summer & Autumn 2008), pp. 105-128 (24 pages) examines the theory that claims the 
American mass media generally conform to the foreign policy of the US government. 
Since Pakistan is a key ally in the US-led anti-terrorism coalition, it was posited that 
Pakistan would receive a more positive portrayal in the US news media after 9/11 than it 
had before. This study tests the media conformity theory using a content analysis of the 
editorial coverage of Pakistan in three elite American newspapers—The New York Times, 
The Washington Post, and The Wall Street Journal from October 1999 to May 2007. A 
total of 130 editorials were retrieved from the Lexis-Nexis database and analyzed. The 
findings do not support the media conformity theory, but instead conform more closely to 
a cultural difference theory advanced by Galtung, 1990:168) Said, Graber and Karim. The 
results indicate a general bias against the Muslim world by American editorial writers. 
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Another study named as Portrayal of Pakistan in USA Print Media conducted by Naseer 
& Khan, 2020 analyzes and investigates the “Portrayal of Pakistan in US dailies” through 
content analysis of Washington Post and The New York Times. For it researcher analyzed 
all the editorials published from September 2001 to 2018. Data was analyzed in the light 
of framing theory. The universe of the study is New York Times and Washington Post, 
and researcher took editorials as sample for research. The researcher conducts the 
content analysis of 123 editorials regarding Pakistan in both dailies. After data collection 
the study investigated data according to the defined categories and subcategories. The 
study performed statistical analysis by using statistical procedures and presented results 
in graphical form. The findings revealed that the majority of editorials regarding Pakistan 
are unfavorable and Pakistan do not have positive image in US mainstream print media.  

Afzaal, M., Naqvi, S. B., & Raees, G. R. (2022 in their study named as Representations 
of Naya Pakistan: A corpus-based study of Pakistani media discourses, 2022 investigates 
how Pakistani media discourses represented the populist political rhetoric of Pakistan 
Tehreek-e-Insaaf (PTI) between 2016 and 2018.. Based on the analysis, the study 
identifies linguistic devices and strategies in the media discourses covering PTI’s run-up 
to the elections and ascent to power. Concordance lines and collocation analysis furnish 
evidence of a shift in the media discourses from pre-election optimism to failure and loss 
of hope in the PTI government. Another study conducted by Manzoor,safdar and 
shahzadi 2020 ,Presentation of Pakistan’s Image: Thematic analysis of Editorials of The 
Washington Post aims to study the image of Pakistan through identifying the themes 
which are used by the editorials of The Washington Post. It was also observed that 
Pakistan was presented in a very negative way. General Pervez Musharraf was very 
harshly criticized. Overall Pakistan was presented as a frail, threatening and monstrous 
country. Pakistan policy makers must develop counter strategies to combat this negative 
image building. The related literature review has confirmed that Pakistan has been 
presented in negative light. Different techniques and models have been used to for the 
analysis of Media discourse and but present study is different in this aspect it has focused 
on Magazine article which is longer discourse and suitable for giving an access to the 
American Media frames and it has been conducted with Corpus Analysis. 

The Corpus Analysis 

According to Widdowson (2004: 123): Corpus analysis clearly provides a vast amount of 
textual facts. It can be revealed by concordance analysis that how certain features 
contract co-textual relations with others in patterns of Collocations and Key Frequencies, 
and in this respect it can be said that it is continuation and fulfillment, of Zelling Harris' 
1952 original quest for textual regularities beyond the scope of conventional grammar.  

Main Features of Corpus Linguistics 

The research in corpus linguistics deals with some set of machine-readable texts which 
is considered as an appropriate reason for particular research questions. The set of texts 
or corpus is usually of a size which challenges analysis by hand and eye alone within any 
reasonable timeframe. For this reason, corpora are invariably exploited using software 
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search tools. For example Concordances allow users to look at words in context. Other 
tools allow the production of frequency data, for example a word frequency list, which lists 
all words appearing in a corpus and specifies how many times each one occurs in that 
corpus. Concordances and frequency data exemplify respectively the two forms of 
analysis, namely qualitative and quantitative, that are equally important to corpus 
linguistics. These tasks can be done with the help of any Corpus tool like UAM or 
AntConc. For the present study AntConc has been used for multiple type of analysis. 

The Significance of Present Study 

The present study addresses an important gap in the literature by applying a detailed 
qualitative and quantitative analysis by corpus linguistics approach to examine how 
linguistic representations of Pakistan promotes the overall image of Pakistan. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHODS  

This chapter addresses the methods used to achieve the objectives of this research and 
the rationale for their operationalization. It includes the following sections: design of the 
study the sources used in the linguistic analysis, the articles selected, criteria for their 
selection, procedures (stages) of the analysis and finally the model (framework) used in 
the analysis in order to answer the question/s of research and finally reaching a 
conclusion regarding the image of Pakistan. 

Design of the study 

This is a critical discourse analysis study involving selected articles from The New York 
Times which are related to Pakistani issues. The articles related to Pakistan will be 
adopted for linguistic and discourse analysis to have an idea of Pakistani image. 

Sources 

American press is represented in this research by a daily newspaper: The New York 
Times. But access to its past articles in Pakistan is not easy and archives of any printed 
magazine or newspaper do not provide complete articles except for the last fourteen days 
so a subscription has been bought to access archives of The New York Times magazine 
via https://www.nytimes.com/section/magazine and to get access to all articles related to 
Pakistan from 2017 to 2019. 

The Sampling Procedures 

The sampling has been done in line with the Corpus Analysis for the analysis of MEDIA 
FRAMES. Based on the results of the archive search(2017-2019) the articles related to 
Pakistan in The New York Times were classified content wise in their description of issues 
of Pakistan  into two groups: relevant and irrelevant. 
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Procedures of the study  

The following two stages of analysis have been carried out:  

1. Archive search  
2. Concordance analysis  

Table 1: For the Description of Stages of Research 

 

Two Corpus of both periods i-e Period I &Period II  were generated using news articles 
published from 2017-2019 . The number of words in corpus of Period I is 50205, and 
Period II contains 29972 words AntConc software version 4.1.1 has been applied for the 
analysis of corpora, and the findings are given through bar graphs. 

Procedures/ stages of Analysis 

Stage I: Archive Search from 2017-2019 

a) Purpose 

The purpose of this archive search is to provide a general overview of the topic and 
contextualization and provision of articles for the analysis. The interest of US print media 
can be manifested from the number of articles written and topics tackling from the 1st 
January 2017 till December 2019. Furthermore, if the number of articles related to 
Pakistani issues in 2017 is less than 2019 then a contextualization of Election, 2018 could 
be made. 

b) Procedures 

An archive search has been made with “Pakistan/Pakistani” as a search word with a 
specification of a year period and the results obtained are arranged chronologically from 
the website   https://www.nytimes.com Section/magazine/tv.html. This site provides 
articles and Editorials from different sections. All the articles and editorials have been 
downloaded from the official website of The New York Times. 

c) Outcome 

The interest of the US print media towards Pakistan before and after election2018 has 
been measured through the number of articles which has been published related to 
Pakistan in this duration. 

 The events of election 2018 has been contextualized. 

 The relevant articles has been selected for analysis in two stages. 

 

https://www.nytimes.com/
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Stage II: Corpus Analysis 

Corpus analysis is a form of text analysis which allows you to make comparisons 
between textual objects at a large scale (so-called 'distant reading'). It allows us to see 
things that we don't necessarily see when reading as humans.  

Purpose 

Initially, the purpose of the concordance analysis of data in this research is to give 
evidence to the first intuitions of the researcher about the portrayal of Pakistan in the New 
York Times .It can be emphasized, modified or altered by the results of the concordance 
analysis. It provides collocations of important words e.g. Pakistan/Pakistani, Imran Khan 
which is important in this research. Fourthly, this program is very helpful in tracing the 
individual language style of any particular writer. 

Instrument 

The selected articles has been subjected to a concordance and corpus analysis computer 
program: Concordance; Version 4.1.1, where all the words are counted and frequencies 
and percentages are measured and collocations for important words like Pakistan, 
Pakistani, Muslim, Imran Khan and Elections have been found out. 

Procedures 

The concordance computer program has been used for the articles for analysis from the 
archive search for frequency counting and collocations. It has recreated the selected texts 
as not all the features of a text are coded in the concordance computer program used for 
the analysis. Their format has been changed into very simple text formats (plain text) in 
which texts are long strings of letters, spaces and punctuation marks. The text to the 
program becomes as “a long succession of nondescript characters marked off in pages 
and lines." (Sinclair 1991: 28) 

1) Compiling the texts 
2) Processing the corpus by the concordance program. 
3) Questions to be asked before and while doing the concordance analysis: 

a) What are the words of high frequency in the texts? 

b) What does this /these/they signify? 

c) What are the contexts in which they occur? 

d) What are their collocations?   

e) What is the frequency of the word "Pakistan/"? What are their/ its 
collocations? 

4) The concordance analysis of the corpus has provided the frequency of words in a 
list arranged in an alphabetical order, a full KWIC (key word in context) that has 
provided a whole line of a text with the word under examination.  

5) Finding explanations that fits the evidence (frequencies and collocations found)  
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6) Finding explanations that fit the evidence (frequencies and collocations found); the     
results of the concordance analysis, and not evidence that fits our pre-set     
explanations is one of the goals of the findings of this concordance analysis.  

Outcome 

The following observations are made after the corpus analysis of 225 articles. These 
articles are collected from the official website of the New York Times after entering the 
key work “Pakistan” from the year 2017-2019 and it has collected articles, editorials and 
news stories from all the sections of newspaper in all three years which is divided in two 
phases i-e before and after Election 2018. Before and after Election period is also named 
as pre and post-Election 2018 period. The Pre-Election period includes 109 articles and 
Post- Election 2018 period includes 116 articles.  

 The high frequency words their contexts and collocations. 

 The collocations of the words like Pakistan, Pakistani/s, Muslim/s, Election 2018, 
Imran Khan etc. 

 The content, theme and context of articles have been inferred from the words of 
high frequencies. 

 A prediction of the image of Pakistan before and after Election 2018 period which 
is reached by comparing image of Pakistan through the words of high frequency 
in  the articles of both periods  i-e Pre and Post-Election 2018 . 

 
DATA ANALYSIS 

Results of the Archive search 

The results of the archive search, which provided a contextualization of event of Pakistan 
Election 2018 by considering the frequency of articles written on Pakistan before during 
and after the Election, specifying the sections in the newspaper The New York Times with 
the highest frequency of articles related to Pakistan, Pre analysis stage has proven itself 
very important as a preliminary stage in the analysis of articles towards identifying the 
portrayed image of Pakistan.         

These results are as follows: 

1. A sudden increase in the number of articles on Pakistan and Pakistani issues was 
expected immediately after the Election 2018 in The New York Times which is (Period II) 
or Post-Election Period and it was also observed that frequency of articles related to 
Pakistan was increased which was followed by a fluctuation with ups and downs in the 
number of articles. However, the number of articles in 2017 was also not so low.  

The following tables provide the rationale for these results.  
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Table 2 

The number of articles related to Pakistan in 
Period I Year 

The New York 
Times 

2017 48 

2018  47 

                                  Period II 

2018 18 

2019 103 

The above table shows the majority of articles were written in 2019 which is post- Election 
period (Period II) in all sections. 

Now table 3 will present the articles from the magazine which will be used for analysis. 

Table 3: The number of articles on Pakistan in the Period 1 and Period 2 

The number of articles on 
Pakistan in the two periods. 

Period I Pre- 
Election Period  
(January 2017-

july 2018) 

Period II (Post- 
Election Period 
(2017 AUG-Dec 

2019 in All sections 

Total articles in all 
sections of The New 

York Times. 

No. of articles in all Sections of 
NYT 

109  116 225 

No. of articles in magazine  
Sections of NYT 

42 20 62 

The above table 2 show that majority of news and editorial were written in different 
sections of NYT newspaper in Post-Election period but frequency or number of magazine 
articles was lesser than Pre-Election Period. The following table provides the names of 
authors who wrote more articles in Period I & II.  

Table 4: The names of writer who wrote more articles 

Name Salman 
Masood 

Mohammad 
Hanif 

Fatima 
Bhutto 

Zahra Malik Aamir 
Qureshi 

Articles in Period I &II 
In all sections 

69 15 4 12 5 

Articles in Period I &II 
In magazine section 

5 15 5 2 4 

It is evident from the table that Salman Masood wrote more articles on the Pakistan in all 
sections of newspaper but Mohammad Hanif wrote more article in magazine section.  This 
is how archive search has been done which is preparatory step which has set the stage 
for the next stage or level/layer of this pre analysis stage was concordance analysis. 

Results of the concordance analysis  

The features which this stage tackles are words of high frequency (modals, pronouns, 
and thematically important words), lexical collocations of significant words (Pakistan/s, 
Elections, Imran Khan) and Salman Masood & Mohammad Hanif’s language /style 
features.  
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Considering the frequency of words and their key word in context (KWIC) leads to the 
following results: 

1) The context or theme of the articles of Pre-election period (January 2017-july 2018) 
is political   as the word "political" showed the highest frequency in The New York 
Times than the other words reflecting other contexts i-e economic, social, financial 
and religious. Same tendency of themes is observed in Post-Election Period (August 
2018-December 2019).As frequency of magazine articles is lesser than pre-Election 
period so total number of words political is 40 which is less than Pre-election period 
that is 100. 

Table 5: Frequency of words showing different contexts in NYT 

Word The New York Times in 
Period I 

The New York Times in 
Period II 

Economic  13 12 

Political  100 40 

Religious  40 0 

Financial  4 4 

Social  28 26 

2) The pronouns showing high frequency could be grouped into two groups; one for 
Pakistan and Pakistanis and one for Americans and their world.in both periods it is 
observed that informal and neutral pronouns are used by writers of articles more 
frequently than the formal ones 

Table 6: The frequency of pronouns in articles of Pre &Post- Election Period 

Pronouns  Pre -Election Post-Election 

Pronouns used for Pakistan & Pakistanis 

They  207 86 

Other  65 40 

Others  22 07 

Their  172 126 

Them  86 60 

That  569 321 

you 61 4 

Pronouns for Americans 

Our  74 91 

Ourselves  0 1 

Us  42 78  

We  98 40 

This  187 99 

3) The modal verbs are used more frequently in the Pre –Election Period than in the 
Pre-Election a fact which indicates more exhibitions of the writers’ opinions in pre-
Election period and more objectivity on behalf of the writers. 
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Table 7: Modals frequency in the articles of both periods 

Modals Period I Period II 

Will  99 47 

Must  17 3 

May  39 16 

Might  12 8 

Should  41 11 

Would  111 17 

Can  69 52 

Could  64 17 

4) In NYT articles, the verbs following Americans as subjects were found to be action 
verbs (verbs of doing). Contrarily, verbs with Pakistan are either static, sensory 
verbs, relational verbs or action verbs with negative connotations. For example, 
Pakistan’s powerful army "controls" social media process. They "disappeared” the 
social media influencer against religious extremism". However, they pick up 
adherents and more weapons to attack. They "decide" but someone has to force 
them to decide (Americans). Pakistan "erupted" into eternal conflict. The verbs: 
"claim, fought, defeat, get through, detect, succeeded, open, suspect, denied, build, 
tighten, require, interview, deliver, believe, engulf, hold, aid, protect, force, press, sit 
down, ask" are used with Americans. The verbs: "rise, states come true, produce, 
denied, drawn believe, resist, pick up, decide, emerge, appoint, deteriorated, 
destructed, erupted into, remain, end, change/ are changed, be delighted to learn, 
hold elections, elected, be less pleased to know, remind, never change" are 
associated with Pakistan or Pakistanis in both periods. 

5) The direct quotes as a sign of objectivity are being used more in NYT Pre-Election 
period than in post-Election period as the direct quoting verbs in it are (64) whereas 
in period II they are (31). The frequency of the direct quoting verbs is as follows:  

Table 8: Frequency of direct quoting verbs in articles 

Word Period I Period II 

Say  37 15 

Saying  18 11 

Says  09 5 

Total  64 31 

6) Informal style of language is used more in period I and less in period II as the 
pronoun you occurs (64 times) in period I and (4 times) in Period II. This informal 
style of language might be attributed as well to the more use of direct speech in 
period I.  

7) The passive constructions are used more in Period II (880) than in Period I (780) 
times 
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Table 9: Frequency of the verbs used in the passive constructions in articles 

Word I II 

Be  185 86 

Is  443 288 

By  233 151 

Been  155 103 

It  206 147 

Has  320 165 

Have  239 152 

Total  1775 1092 

8) The word “Pakistan” is mostly associated with moderate words like Pakistan’s 
Military, parliament, election commission, interior ministry, Blasphemy law etc 
words. The apparent negative collocation was not available in both periods i-e 
Period I & II. But  many sarcastic associations, cold words and negative associations 
have been noticed in both periods like Pakistan’s new Patriarchs, Pakistan ,a land 
of intolerants etc" .The rest of the collocates are mainly "States, Imran Khan, world, 
country, election, Tahreek e Insaaf, military, press and army. 

With reference to the cluster data tables in Pre- Election Period word Pakistan is 
surrounded with nouns like people, relationship, voters, soldiers, representatives etc 
but words like militants have been used to make noun cluster with Pakistan and 
negative adjective like notorious have also been used which shows negative attitude 
of Media towards Pakistan. Post -Election period contains the collocations of 
Pakistan/s associated with the following nouns to form noun clusters: States, army, 
operation, impatience, world, country, international world, Tahreek e Insaaf, , foes, 
culture, army, rage, leaders, officials, rulers, leaders,  governments, Muslim 
countries. These are neutral words but words like militant, killing, hostilities have 
been used which show negative association not only with the help of lexical features 
but with the context and other means as well. 

Pakistan is portrayed negatively it is not by direct association with words of negative 
connotations (lexical collocation) but by the context and meaning in which these 
words are used. It has been proved from the results that the image of Pakistan has 
been portrayed negatively in both periods but frequency of negative collocation is 
less in Period II as compared to Period I. 

9) The negative words like “Terrorism” is associated mostly with "Muslims" especially 
with “Pakistan/i"; a result which is reached from considering the collocations and 
frequency of “terrorism” which occurred twenty one times in Pre-Election Period and 
twelve times in Post-Election period  

10) The results of KWIC for word “terrorism” in Period II shows left and right context of 
word terrorism which shows that this word collocates Pakistan somewhere in left or 
right context but it shows in Period II the frequency of this word i-e Pakistan is less 
than Period I. The words like America and American have been used for 21 and 71 
times respectively in Pre-election period which is also period I and in period II the 
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word America has been used for 3 times and American for 1 time which shows in 
period I Americans and America have been the subjects of most sentences which 
is not observed in period  

The word "anti" has been used for 14 times in the corpus of Period I and collocates only 
with "Americans" and Indian for 3 times to each one which indicates mostly an anti-
American/Indian feeling/ attitude of Pakistan mentioned in these articles which are written 
during this period.in corpus of period II word anti has been used for 10 times and it 
collocates with Pakistan 3 times Americans and Indians for 2 times with each word and it 
shows that “Pakistan has less anti-American feeling” is persisting in these articles of 
period II but it is present . The word “against” occurred for 54 times in period 1 and out of 
this 15 times it collocates with “ United States”, “president Trump” and for 39 times with 
other words like Mr. Khan, Sharif, Al Qaeda, military, Soviet Union, terrorism etc. The 
word “against” occurred for 56 times in the corpus of period II and it collocates with 
different words like America, American, Trump, Army chief, Musharraf, Militants, 
terrorism, China ,India etc. So it is evident that frequency of word “against” is more in 
Period I as compared to Period II. It is mostly used/ followed by America, Americans, the 
West, terrorism, us, and unbelievers. This indicates that Americans feel they are objects 
of hatred and violence from the terrorists of Pakistan. Some of the verbs used in Period I 
and II are aids, access, assets, ally etc and in Period II the verbs used with Americans 
are: believe, raids, demands, skepticism, use, etc. the verbs used with Americans are 
more active, forceful and dynamic if compared with those of Pakistan.It shows Pakistani 
and American has been portrayed in different light with a bit different frequency. 

Table 10: Verbs associated with Americans and Pakistan in Period I &Period II 

Verbs used for Americans Verbs used for Pakistan/i 

Period I has 

access have 

denied may 

ally would 

assessed should 

Period II 

raids could 

demands holds 

increased based 

skeptic denied 

 
FINDINGS  

From the above results of the concordance analysis, the following results are reached 
through investigation of the KWIC:  

a) More frequent use of the word "Pakistan/s" in The New York Times shows more 
interest in Pakistani issues.  

b) The use of passive sentences shows more interest in action and it is used more in 
The New York Times in Pre- Election period than in Post -Election Period. 
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c) More direct speech is used in The Period I reflecting objectivity. 

d) More interest in Pakistani politics has been shown from the provided collocations 
like, political, Mr. Khan, Election, Tehreek e Insaaf etc. 

e) The excessive use of pronouns in both periods show two spheres or worlds; one 
for Americans and another one for Pakistan and Pakistani. 

f) Modals have been used more frequently in Period I as compared to Period II which 
is showing that there is more clarity of the opinions of writers in Period I. 

g) The more use of the discourse- oriented modals (must) in The Pre - Election period 
shows action to be more important than its doer. 

h) The more use of the subject-oriented modals (will) in Period I shows that the 
subject of the action is more important than the action. 

i) The verbs used with Americans are dynamic whereas those with Pakistan are 
more static which are associated with a negative sense. 

j) The frequent use of the prefixes "against" and "anti" reflects an anti- Pakistani 
atmosphere in both periods but in Period I it has been used more frequently as 
compared to Period II. 
 

CONCLUSION  

It has been concluded from the above results that all subsidiary question raised in first 
section of article have been answered. What are the words of high frequency in the texts 
in both periods? The high frequency words have been identified and mentioned in the 
table which shows the themes or frames which these articles promote are anti-Pakistani, 
Anti-Military and politics.it has also answered the second subsidiary question that what 
does this /these/they signify? It signifies the that American Media take more interest in 
Pakistani issues like “Political issues Pakistan” and Pakistani Military matters to show that 
Pakistani a still struggling democracy and feels their responsibility as a World Power that 
they should intervene in the Politics of Pakistan to make things better for Pakistanis. It 
has answered third and fourth question i-e what are their collocations? They have 
used the collocates like Powerful Army, Powerful Military, Army Dictators, Military 
Establishment etc. to show that Pakistan is controlled by their military who has deprived 
their people from basic human rights. From the finding and results of the study, it has 
been concluded that Pakistan has been portrayed in negative light in both Periods i-e 
Period I & II and same negative frame and themes have been promoted. 
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